a detailed description of the approach to modeling the tissue-electrode interface, (ii) raster plots of the NEURON response to changing electrode depth and cell body layer resistivity near the crest of the dentate, (iii) complete tabulated results of stimulus location and pulse amplitude sensitivity analysis, and (iv) the full evaluation of these results via the multi-objective optimization function described in 2.L. These and core elements of the model have also been made available on ModelDB for reference. Should additional information prove essential to the understanding of a reader, please contact the corresponding author.
. Shows the NEURON model response to varying resistivity under otherwise controlled stimulating conditions for two electrodes placed at the crest. (case #2, top row) When stimulating in the perforant path of the crest, changes in cell body layer resistivity have a very limited impact on the features of PS. (case #5, bottom row) When stimulating in the cell body layer of the crest, changes in resistivity can be seen to have a very large impact not only on PS features but also on the number of directly activated cells. (Control = 2.28:1). 
